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Abstract— NASA aeronautical programs require structural health monitoring (SHM) to ensure the safety of the crew and the vehicles. Future SHM sensors need to be small, light weight, inexpensive, and wireless. Orthogonal frequency coded (OFC) SAW reflectors and transducers have been recently introduced for use in communication, as well as in sensor and RFID tag applications [1, 2]. The OFC SAW technology approach has been investigated by NASA for possible inclusion in ground, space flight, and space exploration sensor applications. In general, SAW technology has advantages over other potentially competitive technologies, because the devices can operate in ranges from cryogenic to furnace temperature. SAW devices can also be small, rugged, passive, wireless, and radiation hard, and can operate with variable frequency and bandwidth. SAW sensor embodiments can provide onboard device sensor integration, or can provide integration with an external sensor that uses the SAW device for encoding the sensor information and transmission to the receiver. SAW OFC device technology can provide RFID tags and sensors with low loss, large operating temperatures, and a multi-use sensor platform. This paper will discuss the key parameters for OFC device design, which includes reflector and transducer design, coding diversity approaches, and insertion loss considerations. Examples of several OFC device sensors and RFID tags are presented to show the current state-of-the-art performance for several NASA applications. Projections for future sensor and RFID tag platform performance are discussed, along with some of the current challenges and issues of the technology.



I.



INTRODUCTION



S



tructural health monitoring (SHM) of aerospace vehicles is paramount for the safety of the crew and the vehicle. Yet, constraints such as cost, mass, volume, and power often The foundation of this work was funded through NASA Graduate Student Research Program Fellowships, the University of Central Florida – Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC), and a NASA STTR Phase I contract NNK04OA28C. Partial foundering was provided by the NASA Integrated Vehicle Heath Management (IVHM) Project which is part of the Aviation Safety Program under the Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate (ARMD). W. C. Wilson is with the NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA, 23681, [email protected]. D.C. Malocha, J. Pavlina, D. R. Gallagher, N. Kozlovski, B. Fisher, N. Saldanha, are all with the University of Central Florida, Orlando, FL 32816. D. Puccio is with Quartzdyne, Salt Lake City, UT, and G. M. Atkinson is with Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA, 23284. Color versions of one or more of the figures in this paper are available online at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.



prevent the addition of SHM instrumentation onto aircraft. One solution to these constraints is to eliminate wiring and wiring harnesses to reduce the mass of vehicle health monitoring systems [3]. Using wireless instead of wired sensors for SHM applications avoids expensive redesigns for routing cables, as well as the costs of performing safety recertifications [4]. Current wireless sensor systems have low data rates and require batteries. Integrated vehicle health management (IVHM) and wireless microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) sensors are a priority technology that warrants NASA’s attention over the next decade [5]. The environment of aerospace vehicles is typically harsh, with temperature extremes ranging from cryogenic to very high temperatures. The hypersonic X-43 vehicle, for example, will require high temperature sensors mounted on the structure, as well as cryogenic sensors for monitoring fuel tanks. Sensors are typically located in internal spaces with limited access, making the periodic changing of batteries costly and time consuming. Furthermore, batteries do not work well in extreme temperatures. In contrast to current wireless systems, passive wireless surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors operate without batteries across a large temperature range. The addition of orthogonal frequency coding (OFC) technology allows for more robust communications in harsh RF environments. As a result, NASA is investigating the use of OFC SAW devices for aerospace applications, as this technology could benefit a great number of NASA operations. Small, passive, wireless spread spectrum sensors could be applied in ground testing, or in high altitude long duration aircraft and spacecraft. OFC reflectors and transducers can use a variety of coding techniques within the RFID sensor or tag design, including multiple carrier frequencies (FDM), delay (TDM), and phases (PN). This multi-layer coding approach of FDM, TDM, and PN coding results in a large number of possible codes, and decreases the effects of code collisions in a multisensor or tag system. Because of the diversity of coding, the devices provide processing gain and spread spectrum signal



operation. The OFC approach provides low loss reflector designs, which translates to greater device range capabilities. A typical code division multiple access (CDMA) SAW RFID tag has 30 to 60 dB loss, while an OFC SAW tag could have a loss in a range of 6-15 dB [2, 6, 7]. If the device is used with a unidirectional transducer, low loss (1dB) is theoretically achievable. The coding approaches for the reflectors are applicable to transducers, providing even more coding diversity. An OFC type transducer can be used in conjunction with OFC reflectors to provide lower loss, larger bandwidths, greater processing gain, and greater code diversity. OFC transducers have been analyzed, designed and tested, and have shown expected correlation and operation properties for ultra-wideband (UWB) communication systems [8]. The following sections will discuss several SAW OFC design considerations for sensor applications.



Fig. 1. Passive, wireless, multisensory system block diagram.



II.



BACKGROUND



For this illustration, a simple interdigital transducer (IDT) is connected to an antenna that is being interrogated with a chirp input signal. The input signal is converted to a SAW and is reflected off of the OFC reflector chips, encoded, and then returned to the antenna for re-transmission to the receiver [9, 10]. As shown schematically in Fig. 2, each chip reflector has a different periodicity as well as a different resulting center frequency. The choice of chip center frequencies is constrained by the orthogonality conditions, operating center frequency, and bandwidth. Each reflector has the same length in both space and time domains. Each chip’s local center frequency lies at the nulls of all other chip frequency responses. The effect on the SAW reflectors is that each chip is nearly transparent to every other chip frequency, resulting in minimal SAW interactions between chip reflectors. This allows high reflectivity in each chip, which translates to low loss SAW operation. In contrast to a typical SAW CDMA embodiment, the reflectors have exactly the same periodicity and the same resulting center frequency. Coding is achieved with pulse position modulation (PPM) and phase modulation. Chip reflectivity must be low to allow the wave to penetrate the entire reflector length at the chip’s single center frequency. This reflectivity requirement calls for reflectivities of only a few percent, which translates to high reflector and device loss. The OFC SAW embodiment allows both coding and low loss device operation.



The basic multi-sensor system, in a generic form, is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The system has multiple tags located at arbitrary locations and each sensor is wireless and passive. The theory of OFC and its application to SAW device technology has been previously presented; therefore, the details will not be discussed [1, 2]. A schematic of an OFC SAW sensor embodiment and chip time response is shown in Fig. 2.



Fig. 3. Measured S11 IDT frequency response for a 7 chip OFC tag.



(a)



Time (usec) (b) Fig. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of a 7 chip OFC RFID tag, and (b) OFC measured predicted time response using coupling of modes (COM) models.



The OFC device is represented as a one-port network, and the full device characteristics are obtained from the S11 transducer response, as shown in Fig. 3. The combination of device and antenna can be considered analogous to a target radar cross section. It is desired to optimize the target reflectivity (cross-section) and return as much of the coded interrogation signal as possible. The antenna is a key component of the passive sensor, and the transceiver is a key system component; however, these elements are outside the scope of this paper. Although system standards are important, some applications, such as space exploration, allow the study of wider possibilities of frequency, bandwidth, etc., and no limits are placed on possible device parameters. The current research is to find optimum device and system operational



parameters. This paper will introduce SAW OFC RFID tag design considerations, and several representative examples of OFC sensor implementations suitable for NASA applications will be discussed. Knowledge of the device design principles is important for understanding both the device and system constraints. Since the SAW device is not an ideal implementation of the OFC principal, the limitations and bounds on successful OFC SAW embodiments will be discussed. Section III will address the important SAW OFC parameter choices used in a tag-sensor design. Since many NASA applications require multiple sensors in close proximity, the issues of SAW OFC coding are addressed in Section IV. The SAW transducer is often ignored in the sensor design, but can be an important component. Section V discusses several, alternative SAW transducer implementations evaluated to date. Having discussed the SAW basic design principals and some examples, Section VI presents several current and representative SAW OFC sensor device results. Section VII discusses a few of the possible SHM wireless applications to which the technology can be applied. Wireless sensing issues for SHM applications are addressed in section VIII. III.
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Fig. 4 shows representative plots of the coupling of modes (COM) analysis of a reflector chip in frequency and time for r=1%. For .25


SAW REFLECTOR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS



The OFC reflector’s primary function is to completely or partially encode the re-transmission of the interrogator pulse. However, consideration of other important parameters, such as reflector loss, length, bandwidth, intersymbol interference, orthogonality and number of chips are all inter-related for optimum device performance. A. Chip and Reflector Insertion Loss When properly designed, the OFC reflectors have high chip reflectivity, but look nearly transparent to the other chip frequencies. This allows each reflector chip to be examined independently of all others, at least to the first order. The reflectivity of a periodic structure at synchronous frequency can be obtained from transmission line or coupling of mode theory, and is given as
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where r = reflectivity per electrode and Ng = number of chip reflectors. For |Ngr| greater than approximately 3, the chip reflection is approximately unity. However, the chip length is long, the bandwidth is narrow, and there are many chip intrareflections (which will be discussed). To minimize reflector loss while reducing second order effects, 0.6


(a)



(b) Fig. 4. COM simulation of chip reflector responses for 1% reflectivity per strip, and 4 different grating lengths. (a) Magnitude in dB versus normalized frequency, (f/fo). (b) Relative amplitude versus time.



As | Ngr | increases from 0.25 to 2, the pulse begins to show a roll-off due to the loss of energy, as the synchronous wave propagates into the grating. In addition, energy becomes stored within the grating, due to intra-reflections which extends the pulse length beyond the desired chip length. This will cause intersymbol interference (ISI). This is very apparent for | Ngr |=2. Fig. 5 shows the autocorrelation of a single chip for | Ngr |=1 using a COM simulation. The extension of energy beyond the intended chip length, ISI, is clearly visible. In order to provide a fairly close approximation to the OFC format, the | Ngr |


IV.



Fig. 5. Simulation of chip autocorrelation showing the effect of ISI.



C. Chip Reflector Orthogonality The precise OFC conditions yield chip orthogonality in both frequency and time. The frequency orthogonality makes chips transparent to those (chips) of differing frequency, since the chip reflector peak frequency response is at the null of all other differing chips [2]. This is a key characteristic for the OFC SAW implementation. The OFC condition also yields enhanced time domain cross-correlation properties. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 which compares the ideal time auto- and cross-correlation properties of 3 ideal chips. This crosscorrelation property yields significantly lower correlation sidelobes, when compared to single frequency CDMA operation.



MULTILAYER CODING TO MINIMIZE CODE COLLISONS



SAW devices cannot handshake with an interrogator, since they are passive by nature and can only change the amplitude, phase, and delay of the interrogator signal. This can cause a problem when multiple sensor information is simultaneously received, and is referred to as ―code collision.‖ Code collisions can yield interference, and false detection is possible. An example time-correlation simulation is shown in Fig. 7 for a received single SAW tag, as well as multiple SAW tags, with differing codes and randomized delays. Peak correlation could be completely lost at the correct time delay, due to summation of multiple signals. Because of the asynchronous nature of SAW passive tags, implementing orthogonal code sets alone will not reduce code collisions. To minimize OFC device code collisions, we have implemented multilayer coding techniques, which applies diversity in frequency (OFC) coding, phase coding (PN), and time and frequency division multiplexing (TDM and FDM). These approaches also provide large enough code sets for many NASA sensor applications.



Fig. 7. Ideal simulation which illustrates the effect of code collision on time domain responses. Superimposed are the desired ideal auto- correlation (bold) and multiple code summation cross-correlations from 32 tags. The detector would produce a false error detection time.



Fig. 6. Simulation comparing the time auto- and cross-correlation properties of 3 OFC chips with differing frequencies and 1 chip delay offsets, with chip frequency F3 correlating with chips F3, F2, and F1, respectively. Vertical scale: 10 dB/div; horizontal scale: time in units of chip length.



D. OFC Reflector Parameters The previous chip reflector discussion bounds some of the most important OFC parameters. As with all SAW devices, the parameters are interrelated and compromises must be judiciously employed. The number of chip frequencies determines, most importantly, the code diversity and device bandwidth. From previous analysis of our current sensor applications, 8 chips or less will be sufficient. Fewer chips reduce bandwidth, which decreases device loss and reduces antenna bandwidth. In general, chip frequencies cannot be reused for low loss reflectors, since re-use would impose the same chip roll-off arguments incurred with single frequency CDMA SAW devices [6].



A. OFC and PN coding The first code approach used was a combination of OFC and randomly modulating the chip phase (PN coding), which yields a large number of possible codes with a relatively small number of chips [9]. Fig. 8 shows a plot of the number of possible OFC-PN codes versus CDMA coding, assuming the chips are contiguous in time. An 8 chip OFC-PN sequence has approximately the same number of codes when compared with a 24 chip CDMA sequence. As in all code approaches, the number of useful code sets may be much fewer than the total available. For many sensor applications there are often less than 100 tags required or locally sensed; therefore, the number of OFC-PN chips can be relatively small (four or less). However, for contiguous-time coded chips, code collisions are problematic. When tags are in proximity to each other, there can be simultaneous overlapped signal energy at the receiver that can yield false detection information.



(a)



Fig. 8. Number of OFC and CDMA codes versus number of contiguous chips (sequence length).



B. Time Division Multiplexing By adding more OFC time slots than chip reflectors, signal energy is time-spread within a tag, thereby reducing possible signal overlap from multiple tags. The number of possible chip cells is increased and the coding effectively becomes ±1 or 0. This is schematically shown in Fig. 9. The principle disadvantages are increased device length and characterization of free versus metalized propagation delay effects. However, the advantage is a decreased effect of code collisions, which translate to more useful tags in a given range, and an even larger number of code sets.



(b) Fig. 10. Schematic of two OFC TDM devices demonstrating FDM system embodiment; each sensor occupies a different frequency sub-cell.



zero-loss bandwidth for the device (which is similar to the transducer Q). For a simple IDT, the maximum fractional bandwidth for no mismatch loss is % BWmax ~
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or %BWmax ~√2*Qtransducer-1 where k2 is the electromechanical coupling coefficient. Fig. 9. Schematic of an OFC TDM embodiment where the chip coding is ±1 or 0 in each allowed time slot.



C. OFC-PN with FDM Another level of code diversity can be added by using frequency division multiplexing (FDM). In this approach, the system can use a total of N orthogonal frequencies while tags can use M OFC chips, where M


TRANSDUCER DESIGN OPTIONS



The transducer has a large effect on the overall tag parameters since it acts as both the receiving and transmitting element. The overall tag response is given as H tag f
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where the bracketed term is squared and these elements have a significant effect on all aspects of the tag/sensor performance. In general, the device bandwidth is dictated by the transducer, not the reflector. Material properties determine the maximum



As the bandwidth increases, it is necessary to de-Q the electrical network. The device insertion loss increases at 12 dB per octave increase in fractional bandwidth. If the device is bidirectional, then the minimum device loss is 6 dB, while the theoretical insertion loss for unidirectional devices is 0dB. The previous discussion and examples illustrate bidirectional transducer approaches which were employed. Although inline structures have been our primary study, parallel tracks also offer many advantages. Frequencies can be separated by track using stepped transducers or the equivalent, and can be optimized independently. Parallel tracks also offer the possibility of multiple antennas which can reduce antenna bandwidth, decrease loss, and provide selective spatial transmission. For low loss operation and greater ranging, the use of unidirectional transducers (UDT) is obvious. The majority of parameters discussed for the BDT will be similarly applicable for most UDTs. We are currently examining UDT and parallel track embodiments for future devices. A. IDT Examples For most proof of concept device demonstrations, simple unweighted IDTs with suitable bandwidth can be used. One problem that can often occur is the loss of some signal level at the IDT frequency band edges. Apodized or phase weighted transducers can aid to minimize these effects. An illustrative example is shown in Fig. 11, which compares the effects of an



IDT and phase (or withdrawal) weighted IDT on a 6 chip experimental OFC device. The advantage of phase weighting is very clearly seen in the time domain where the chips are much more equal in amplitude versus the uniform IDT device.



OFC transducers at 250 MHz are shown in Fig. 12. OFC tags at 915 MHz using OFCT have been fabricated, and testing has verified their successful operation. OFCT research is continuing at this time.



(a)



(a)



(b)



(b) Fig. 11. (a) Measured S11 response for an unweighted and phase weighted IDT with 6 chip OFC tag. The phase weighting broadens the frequency response which results in equal amplitude OFC chips. (b) Measured OFC reflector time response



B. Chirp and OFC Transducers The use of chirp and OFC transducers (OFCT) offers the advantages of matching the reflector bandwidth, coding of the transducer, and better coupling to the SAW. We have studied both inline-stepped-chirp and OFC transducers for ultra wide band (UWB) sensor applications and OFC sensor applications. Only the OFCT example will be discussed here, and the design principles are very analogous to the OFC reflector [8]. The OFCT chips are randomly sequenced within the transducer, which provides the coding. All of the code diversity techniques discussed earlier can also be applied to the transducer; however, only the contiguous OFCT example is shown. The OFCT chip length is physically twice the length of the chip reflectors dimensional length (if the chip bandwidth is to be matched). Unlike the OFC reflector, the OFCT can reuse chips if transducer short circuit reflections are minimized, which allows even greater code length and diversity. This is quite an important advantage and adds further code diversity. As an example, fabricated and tested



Fig. 12. (a) Fabricated OFC transducer showing a light diffraction grating delineating each chip (b) OFCT frequency response from the transducer’s left (up direction) and right (down direction).



VI.



OFC SENSOR E XAMPLES



The application of OFC tags and sensors has been successfully demonstrated in a number of embodiments. Results of several of the OFC sensors have been previously shown and will be briefly reviewed. The OFC sensors discussed are all on YZ LiNbO3, are at 250 MHz, have 7 chips, and the system has approximately a 26% fractional bandwidth. The center frequency was chosen for convenience as a feasibility vehicle. Operation at frequencies up to 2.4 GHz is possible, given commercial SAW manufacturing capabilities. The fractional bandwidth was chosen to demonstrate the spread spectrum operation and coding diversity. The current fractional bandwidth also shows the feasibility for operation of the SAW OFC approach for ultra wide band (UWB) applications.
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Fig. 13. Schematic of a 7 chip, double-sided differential OFC temperature sensor.



A. Temperature Sensors A room temperature OFC sensor was the first demonstrator [2]. The schematic of the device is shown in Fig. 13, which operates in a differential time delay measurement mode. Fig. 14 shows the extracted correlation peak amplitude versus time and temperature (25-200°C), and the extracted temperature plot versus a thermocouple (TC) measurement.



Fig. 15. Cryogenic temperature sensing results. Temperature scale is between +50 to -200 °C and the horizontal scale is 5 min/div.



(a)



A schematic and experimental OFC SAW hydrogen sensor using a Pd thin film has been fabricated and tested, and is shown in Fig. 16. The current effort uses ultra-thin films, in the 1-10 nm thickness range to attempt fast response times and reversibility. Our initial OFC device results have shown sensitivity to hydrogen exposure using this embodiment, but measurements are inconsistent to date. The ultra-thin film Pd hydrogen interaction with the propagating SAW in the OFC embodiment needs further investigation to determine sensitivity, reversibility, and reliability. Work is currently continuing on this project, since a SAW room temperature and/or high temperature reversible hydrogen sensor is of great interest for space flight, as well as commercial applications.



(b) Fig. 14. (a) Measured OFC SAW correlation peaks for 250 MHz, 7 chip OFC temperature sensor. (b) Sensor temperature vs. thermocouple temperature for the YZ LiNbO3 OFC sensor; extracted sensor temperature (circles) and thermocouple measurements (line). Data was obtained on a heated chuck, RF probe station and data extracted using a simulated receiver.



Fig. 15 shows results of a SAW OFC experiment at cryogenic temperatures. A cold finger in liquid nitrogen was reduced to near liquid nitrogen temperature and then allowed to warm up at a free rate. The extracted temperature versus the TC measurement was very good. This has demonstrated the wide operating temperatures of SAW sensors. We have also demonstrated that SAW devices can be immersed in liquid nitrogen, with no long term degradation, and can be used as a cryogenic liquid level sensor [11]. B. Hydrogen Sensors The interaction of a SAW with a palladium (Pd) thin film on YZ lithium niobate was first reported by D’Amico in 1982; research continues on various SAW embodiments on differing substrate materials [12]. Our current efforts are to produce a wireless, passive SAW OFC hydrogen sensor at operating frequencies greater than 250 MHz.



Fig. 16. Hydrogen sensor embodiment: schematic (upper) and experimental device (lower).



C. Other Sensor Applications Research is continuing on pressure and vibration sensitive OFC sensors. Two different embodiments are under study: a diaphragm and cantilever configuration. Both embodiments will operate in a differential mode and translate delay change versus pressure. There has been a plethora of work on various temperature, pressure, gas, liquid and bio sensors, and it will be interesting and challenging to apply various approaches to a SAW wireless platform [13]. In concept, it appears feasible to use a single platform for differing multi-sensor applications, which can make insertion into systems faster and easier.



VII. SHM APPLICATIONS FOR SAW OFC SENSORS The sensing needs for SHM of aircraft span the range from low to extremely high data sampling rates. Simple measurements, such as temperature, pressure, strain, and acceleration, fall into the category of low data rate devices. These rates may be as low as one sample per hour for slowly changing parameters. Techniques, such as imaging, eddy current, and terahertz waves, all require moderate data rates. Acoustic emission, thermography, and ultrasonics require higher rates, on the order of mega samples per second. Current SAW technology cannot address all of these needs, however, SAW devices are being developed that can cover low and moderate date rate applications.



Fig. 17. Photograph of the cabling required for connecting 466 foil strain gauges to a wing box test article.



A. Ground Testing Applications NASA performs tests on components and systems on the ground in conjunction with flight testing. These tests require large number of sensors to be placed on test articles. To date, few of the sensors are connected wirelessly. For example, a stitched/resin, film infused, graphite-epoxy wing box was tested using 446 strain gauge sensors (Fig. 17). The sensors were connected to the test article with standard cabling [14]. With the implementation of a wireless sensing system, the time and cost to install and troubleshoot the cables can be eliminated. SAW devices are currently being investigated for use as passive RF SAW sensor tags. These devices would eliminate the wiring from high data-rate, high-impedance sensors. While the initial application of the system is for acceleration and acoustic emission measurements (during acoustic vibration ground testing of space structures), the system could also be used for many types of ground tests. B. Aircraft Applications NASA envisions adding SHM sensors to existing aircraft; however, the installation of wiring adds weight to the aircraft. Wires are prone to damage such as nicks and breaks, as well as degradation due to wear, excessive heating, and arcing. Wiring problems have led to major aircraft accidents and delays of space vehicle launches [15]. Wireless systems present a desirable option for retrofitting sensors onto existing aircraft for structural health monitoring.



NASA has been investigating the use of ultra-long duration solar powered aircraft (Fig. 18), which would fly missions for weeks or months. These aircraft need real-time dihedral sensors to detect the exact shape of the wing as it bends [16]. For this application, the sensors must be extremely lightweight and low power. The Army, Air Force, and NASA require high temperature propulsion sensors that can operate in environments of up to 1538°C around the engine and inside the gas path [17]. Both wiring and batteries become an issue in these applications. Passive wireless high temperature-resistant sensors, like the passive engine-bearing sensor [18], are needed.



Fig. 18. Helios (HP01), one of NASA’s ultra-long duration solar aircraft.



High temperature materials are currently being researched for SAW sensor applications. Aluminum nitride temperature compensating sensors are being investigated for operation at 800°C [19]. Gallium phosphate (GaPO) has been used as a substrate for a wireless temperature sensor that withstands temperatures of 600°C for 192 hours [20]. Exotic materials such as langatite and langatate have been characterized from 100°C to 200°C [21]. These new materials may enable SAW sensors to operate at greater than 1000°C. High speeds mean high temperatures from skin friction heating. NASA’s hypersonic HyperX (X-43) (Fig. 19) aircraft will fly at mach 10 and therefore will require sensors that must be able to withstand temperatures up to 1282°C [22]. Thus, hypersonic vehicles will need high temperature wireless sensors similar to those needed for propulsion applications.



Fig. 19. Artist Conception of X-43A Hypersonic Experimental Vehicle.



The Space Shuttle, HyperX, and Helios all need high temperature chemical sensors that can detect hydrogen [23]. A SAW hydrogen sensor based on a langasite substrate and utilizing palladium as the sensing medium has been shown to operate at 250°C [24]. Since SAW technology can be used for hydrogen sensing, the addition of passive wireless capability is all that would be required. Other types of chemical sensing are needed as well, for purposes such as evaluating wire integrity onboard aerospace vehicles. This could be accomplished by monitoring the effluents given off from the insulation during periods of aging, over-currents, arcing, and high temperature conditions [25]. SAW chemical sensors could be used to detect effluents, thereby providing an indication of wire integrity. Cryogenic liquids are also often found in aerospace vehicles. The external structures can experience extremely low temperatures. For these applications, sensors that can operate or withstand temperatures such as -252°C are required. Cryogenic liquid operation of SAW devices has been demonstrated [11].



VIII. WIRELESS SENSING ISSUES FOR SHM APPLICATIONS Issues such as humidity and ionizing radiation must be addressed. Component failures from the high levels of shock and vibration are not uncommon. Integrated SAW sensors with antennas could enable the devices to survive vibration and mechanical shocks. Variations from vacuum to high pressures should not be an issue for solid state systems such as SAW devices. For most cases, corona discharge and arcing at low pressures should not pose a problem, because the voltages are low. However, increasing the frequency of the SAW operation will reduce the spacing between the SAW interdigitated fingers, allowing corona discharge and arcing to occur at lower voltages. Since SAW devices are inherently radiation hardened up to 10 MRads, radiation is not a concern [26]. Volume, mass, and power, which are major concerns for most wireless systems, are not an issue for SAW devices. Although SAW systems can operate over a very wide temperature range, temperature variations will cause the output frequency to shift. This is a minor concern, as compensation techniques already exist. RF communication issues pose a significant challenge to implementing SAW systems successfully. Modulation methods must be chosen to allow large numbers of devices to communicate without interference within enclosed metallic structures, such as the interior of wings. The bandwidth must be utilized carefully to enable high data rates, while adhering to FCC limitations. Encoding schemes must be developed to allow for efficient operation in noisy environments. Higher frequencies mean smaller antenna sizes and higher data rates. The feature sizes will shrink, as well, leading to possible manufacturing issues. Also, the frequency of operation must



follow FCC guidelines. Another concern is electromagnetic interference, which poses a problem for every wireless system. Furthermore, all flight wireless electronics must be designed to be pass tests for both electromagnetic compatibility and interference[27]. Certification of wireless sensor networks for flight is another issue that must be addressed. This includes the allocation of frequencies for wireless sensing on aircraft, along with the determination of RF power levels, and FAA acceptance for aircraft use. There is a concern that wireless devices within the cabin may interfere with aircraft antennas located outside the cabin [28]. Before any wireless sensor system can be certified for use on aircraft, it will have to be tested in both large and small aircraft.



IX.



DISCUSSION



Passive wireless SAW sensor technology offers many opportunities for application to SHM sensing. NASA applications include acceleration, temperature, pressure, strain, shape, chemical, acoustic emission, ultrasonics, imaging, eddy current, thermography, and terahertz waves. Each of these applications has its own requirements and issues. Capabilities for sensing and wireless communication by using SAW technology has been demonstrated, making it worthy of further investigation. Despite current challenges, SAW is an enabling technology. SAW technology offers benefits that will allow the incorporation of large numbers of SHM sensors to proliferate on aircraft. This paper has introduced several, important, OFC RFID tag designs, for consideration in SAW sensor and RFID tag applications. A multi-sensor tag and sensor system can be built with OFC SAW reflectors and transducers. The OFC concept provides multiple layers of coding and spread spectrum implementation, which yields identification and reduced fading. By using OFC reflectors and transducers, low loss SAW sensor-tags that offer greater range than conventional CDMA SAW type tags can be designed. Several OFC sensor-tag embodiments have been shown, and it is anticipated that many more will follow. By using SAW technology’s inherent properties, device operation from cryogenic to high temperatures (1000°C) is feasible. The current research has a vision of low loss sensor-tags having 36 dB insertion loss, which will greatly extend operating distances compared to many current commercial CDMA tags. The use of multi-layer coding will enable implementation of 10’s to 100’s of devices in a multi-sensor environment. It is envisioned that differing measurands can be simultaneously sensed from multiple sensors with a single transceiver interrogator. Research is currently near completion on a 250 MHz transceiver system for demonstration of a complete OFC multisensor system.
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